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ver 100 km of subsea tunnels have been
constructed in Norway, and during the
last ten years most of these have been
for transport purposes, although some have
also been built to bring pipelines ashore from
the Norih Sea oil fields. Altogether more than
80 km of subsea tunnels have been constructed
since 1980, as shown in Table I. More than 500
intakes in reservoirs have been made by submerged piercingl: this Norwegian speciality,
known as 'lake tap', is not dealt with in this
article.
Among the subsea tunnel projects unrlèr
construction in the summer of 1995 the following should be mentioned:
SÌöverfiorden, a 3.3 km long two-lane
road tunnel (50 m2) in gneiss and gabbro with
the deepest point 110 m below sea level. It has a
maximum gradient of 1:12,
Mageröy, a 6.8 km long twolane (53 mz)
road tunnel in rocks of sedimentary origin
(meta-greylvacke, clay schist, sandstone) with
the deepest point 220 m below sea level, It has
a maximum gradient of 1:12.
Bjoröy tunnel,
road tunnel with its
Iowest point 82 m below sea Ìevel. This tunnel
has experienced very difficult ground conditions with highly permeable and partly unstable ground over a large part of its 2 km length,
Many possible subsea tunnel projects have
been studied over the last 10 years, including
three parallel 6 m diameter TBM tunnels 60 km
long at 500 m depth to bring pipelines from a
near offshore oil field to the Norwegian mainlandz, and a 45 km long railway tunnel beneath
a deep fjord.
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DESIGN
All Norwegian subsea tumels have been excavated by drill-and-blast and have achieved an average

LAKE TAP

advance raûe of4G80 m/week. The totaÌ construction cost of a subsea road tunnel amounts to
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$4,50G10,000/m of tunnel, of which the excavation part (drill, blast and mucking out) constitutes
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about $1,500/m. The rock supporting works,
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which are designed for the rock-mass conditions
encountered in the tunnel, mairùy consist
reinforced shotcrete and rock bolts.
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The permanent water leakage amounts to
0.1-0.45

300

100

m3/min/km of tunnel.
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Over the past 40 years, Norwegian contractors have become some of the most skilled in

hard-rock tunnelling. The many hundreds of
kilometres of tunnel driven in connection with
hydropower development, underground storage and transport have resulted in an accumulation of experience which is equalled in few
other countries in the world. An important feature has been the willingness of the tunnelling
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Fig. 1: Minimum rock
couer used in
Norwegia,n subsea

tunnels.
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lñ/T REVIEW
Portal on BjoröA
Islønd,. Thís tunnel
broke through on
August 16, 1995,
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the maximum gradient of the tunnel. The minimum safe distance between the tunnel roof
and the rock surface under the sea (the rock
cover) is a crucial dimension in locating a subsea tunnel, The minimum rock cover must be
sufficiently thick to allow unexpected rock falls
or cave-ins to occur without causing a criticaÌ
situation in the tunnels. For road tunnels a minimum cover of 50 m is used during planning,
until the results of detailed investigations are
available. The rock cover requirements may be
reduced to 40 m if the ground conditions are
thoroughly documented to have a satisfactory
qualitya (Fig.1).
In addition to documentation of ground conditions, cross sections and gradienis which are
common for all tunnels, subsea tunnels require
special design criteria, These are mainly related to the conditions mentioned in Table IL A
special feature for subsea tunnels is the rela-
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order to reach the lowest point beneath the sea
bed within shortest possible tunnel lengih. For
road tunnels the maximum gradient is between
l:10 and 1:16, depending on the traffic Ìoad. For
other tunnels the gradient is generally restricted to the limitations of the tunnelling equipment, which often is 117 for tunnel slopes less
than I km and l:9 for very long slopes.
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Table I: Subsea tu¡rnels constructed in Norway after 1980 (revised a,fter ßef, 1)
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GEOTOGY
Many engineers involved in tunneÌling outside
Scandinavia believe that all rock conditions in
Norway are good. This is true on many occasions
as the rocks found are 'hard rocks'- old þeous
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shengths of more than 50 MPa. These ancient
rocls have, however, suffered several periods of
earth movement resulting in numerous faults,
shear zones and thrust zones2. Such features
often cause great challenges and problems for
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Another important feature of Scandinavian
geologr is the effect of the Ice Age. Erosion
from the glacier activity 'cleaned' rock surfaces
by removing weathered rocks, leaving fresh
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Fig. 2: Exømple of
results from a refractinn
seßmíc profile (Ref. 6).
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Table tr: Special requirements for subseatunnelling in ha¡d rock'

TIEu)INVDSITGAIIONS
Subsea tunnels require generally a higher amount ofinvestigations tftan ordinary 'land' hnnels, because

oftheircomplexityandthefactthatalargepartoftheareais'hidden'bywater.
BOCK COVEB OVEB1HD STIBMERGED PORTION
ltre minimum rock cover must be sufrcientþ great to allow unetçected rock falls or caveirs to occur
without permitting a critical situation Ûo arise in the tunnel'

DXPTORATOßYDRILI¡NGAND PEEÆROIIIING
For subse¿ tunnels it is important to avoid large water leakages. This is achieved by perfouning
systematic exploratory drillfu ahead ofthe tunnel's worhng fare so that leakage zones are discovered

far enor4þfrornthe f¿ce to sealthemby pre4routing.
ST'PPOBIMEAÍ¡UETÁI
As the environment in a subsea tunnel is particula¡ly agg¡essive, special requirements are made for the
materials used.

TTINNEI,LINGISCEMQIIES T]NDDB TID SEA
Special emergency arangements such as a high pumping eapacity have to be made to deal with m4ior
waterleakages.Also tupid execution ofpreg¡outing constitutæs an importantmeasure.

DßAII{AGE
Ihe pumping system is equipped with an emergency reservoir having

a capacity for at least 24 hours

of

waterleakage.

lTCtrMCALINStrAIü\flONS

I
Cable bridges antl similar equipment haìe an anti+orrosive coating, 80 microns hot dip galvanisation
and powder lacquering with epory.

Table

III þprodmatc

coet of geop\ysical measu¡ements

for subsea tunnels ).

Geopþsicalmethod

Totalcost

Echo soundfu and reflection

30lcn profiling: from

$ 15,000 to $ 35,000

2lcn proflles:ftom$

40,000 to $ 100,000

seismic measuremenb

Refraction seismic measurements

suúaces where the in-situ støte ofthe ground can
be easily observed. Where the rocks are exposed

mass conditions. These are generally carried
out at two stages:

at surface, it is possible to predict the underground conditions from simple obseruationss.
The cost of the required investigations are there

The fieìd investigations made before
tunnelling starts;
The exploratory works performed during tunneÌ excavation.
First evaluations for the possible alignment
for the subsea part of the tunnel are based on

fore generaþ low and conf,dence in the geologi
caì prognosis relatively good6. The prediction of
subsea ground conditions is mainly based on geo
physical investigations and engineering geologi-

cal mapping, The cost for ihese preÌiminary
investigations is L.6%-5% of lhe conshuction cost,
Subsea tunneÌs, where the m4iority of the

rock and the surface are covered by water,
require an extended investigation programme

compared

with ordinary 'land'
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studies of naval maps and charts produced
from echo soundings, showing water depths in
the sea. These do not, however, indicate the
presence of possible loose materiaÌs covering
the bedrock. Shallow reflection seismic profiles produce a mote accurate map of the sea

tunnels6.

Special investigation techniques have been
developed to collect information on the rock
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O

Fig. 3: Principles ofprobe drillíng ahead

tunnelface.

of

The next step in the investigations is refraction seismic measurement to obtain more information about the glound conditions along the
tunnel alignment. In addition to a more accurate location of the rock surface and thickness
of possible loose deposits, these measurements

give qualitative information of the rock-mass

conditions (Fig. 2). Especially important is
interpretation of the measurements to locate
weaker zones or faults below sea bottom.
Together with other information, such as
geology on land, the stratigraphy subsea can

be fairly well indicated, together with
assumed ground condiûions.
Core drilling is performed to investigate the
rock and ground water conditions as well as
possible weakness zones. Investigation of the
ground conditions beneath the sea bottom has,
whenever possible, been undertaken by
inclined hoÌes from the shore. However, for the
Vardö and the Hvaler tunnels expensive core
drilling was carried out from a drill-ship to
check the geology in crucial areas beneath the
sea bottom.
Based on the results from geological maps
and geophysical measurements the expected
ground conditions are evaluated and the major
weakness zones located. This is utilised for the
selection of the final tunnel alignment. The
expected types, methods and amounts of rock
support and the system for exploratory investigations are decided. This information is used

for the detailed cost estimate and the tender
documents?,

An important part ofthe site investigation for
a subsea tunnel is exploratory or probe drilling

during tunnel excavation. The aim of this is to
detect any water leakage zones or adverse
ground conditions before they are encountered.
Experience has shown that the effect of water
sealing is significantly betier when it is carried
out as pre-grouting ahead of the tunnel face
rather than grouting from behind the face.

Another important effect is that pre-grouting
may prevent serious problems from possible
Iarge water inflows at the face.

PLAN

The practical impÌementation of exploratory
works is that the ordinary drilling and blasting
work is stopped and the drilling rig is used to
perform the probe drilling. Normally the minimum leveÌ of drilling carried out under the sea
consists of two holes, each 30 m long with a

zones are expected and there is a risk of leakage or where it is important to check the rock
special cases additional core
cover2'8.
drilling is carried out from the working face.
For this the tunnel excavation work has to be
stopped for one to three days. Core drilling provides significantly better information about the
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quality of the rock conditions than normal
probe-hoìes performed by the drilling rig. When
probe-holes or blast holes reveal water bearing
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Fig, 4: Approximate
dßtributio n of ina e stig ation

for Norwegian subseø
tunnels (Ref. 1).
costs

FIELD INVESTIGAT
Engineering geological
mapprng
Shallow reflection
seÌsm¡c measurements
Refraction seism¡c
measurements
Core drilling
EXPLORATORY WORKS
DURING TUNNELLING:
Probe drillings ahead
of the working face
TOTAL INVESTIGATION
COSTS

rocks in front of the face, the use of pre-grouting is evaluated as described Ìater.
Experience over the last 10 years of subsea

construction sites are often surprised that only
three men are doing the drilling, blasting, muck-

tunnel construction is that the total cost for
investigation is in the range of 2.6%-7% of hhe
construction cost, and probe drilling amounts

Usually there are two shifts each day working 5 days,/week. Each shift is 10 hours: shift I
from 0600 to 1600 and shift II from 1600 to 0200.
In addition to the normal shift labour force
there are a number of specialists who work daytime and the full tunnel crew of the main contractor consists of 12 persons. Table IV shows
the normal division of tasks for the tunneÌ
workers, Subcontractors traditionally transport the blasted rock from the face and usually

to1,5%-2 % (Fig. 4). As mentioned earlier these

low figures are maínly due to information
obtained from surface obseruations of
exposed rock combined with the tunnelling
experience and confidence
tions.

in ground condi-

CONSTRUCTION
All Norwe$an subsea tunnels have been excavated by the drilÌ-and-blast method. Successfuì tunnel driving depends heavilyon craftsmanship and
the flexible design adopted lo the local ground
conditions. Foreign visitors to Norwegian tunnel

ing out and rock supportworks,

supply all the concrete.
The management of the main contractor will
vary according to the size and requirements of
the project; as a rule four to six engineers are
needed for a one-face job with an addition 0f
three or four when tunnelling is carried out at
f,wo faces.

TabÌe V shows the main equipment used
apart from trucks for hauling out the rock,
which as already noted is usually undertaken
by a sub-contractor. All the equipment is generally subjected to severe corrosion by salt water

which affects its performance and durabiÌity,
This can Ìargely be overcome by established
routines to check, clean and protect exposed
paris by special coatings.

EXCAVATION
Blasting rounds are usuaf drilled with 4.&5.5 m
Iong drill rods resulting in a round len$h of4.?4.5
m. The diameter of the holes is 43 mm and for the
cut three to five uncharged holes are reamed to 7l
100 mm. Some 90 to 100 charged holes/round are
drilled to blæt a twolane road tururel with cross
section 60 m2.

Special care is taken to achieve an accurate

tunnel profile to minimise rock support and
Table W: Division

Activities

Crewmembersandtasks

TTJNNELDXCAVATION:

Driningrig
Probedrilling
Drillingof theround
Charging
Scdfuandloading
blastedrock
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Pumpingstations
Elechicat supply unit
WDEKLY BDPAIR AND CLDANING
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OFMAINMÀCHINES

F:

Far¿Warlær,W: Røpuírmnninwørl¡shap,

o
E:

Elactrißifritt

A=

descending parts of the tunnel with gradients
between 1:7 and 1:12. The number of vehicles
varies from two to three in the outer part of the
tunnel and increases by approximateÌy one
vehicle for each kilometre of tunnel length.
The time required for the various operations using 4.8 m long driÌÌing rods (4,3 m
round length) in a twolane road tunnel is
generallyi
45min
Scaling
2h30min
Drilling (60 m2 cross section)
15min
Ventilation
2h00min
Muckingout
Total

6
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10-15 m3,

chosen because of the relatively steep and long

O

O

Loader

Aneilltnyworkø

o
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Driningdg

MDilI{GMPTOSIVES
S= Foreilnn, B: Bøpainnnn,

The explosive is usually ANFO, a mixture of
ammonium nitraie and dieseÌ oil, In addition to
its low price, close to one quarter of ordinary
dynamite, ANFO has safety benefits regarding
storage. Production of the required amount of
ANFO is carried out each shift.
Haulage of blasted rock out of the tunnel is

o

o(o)o
o(o)o
ooo
ooo

Shotcreting
Concrete lining (% hours)
Grouting (24 hours)
SEBVICE ONTHE SHITT

for accuracy in positioning the holes is usually
+/- 10 cm, with a direction deviation better
than 5%. To meet this the drilling rig may be
equipped with positioning and guidance systems and automaticalÌy follow a preset drilling

A(r)

o

O

ROCKST]PPOBIINGWORKS
Rockbolting

I

overbreak in blasted tunnels. Th'e requirement

oftu¡nel crew t¿sks at a oneface excavation.

5h30min
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2. Palmström A. (1986): Subsea rock tunnels'

Proc. lnl. Conf. on Sirait Crossings, pp' lll-139'
3. Dahlö T. and Nilsen B. (1990): Stability and

I

I

5. Selmer-Olsen R. (1988): Generaì engineer-

Though yielding of the tunnel surface has
been reòorded in some clay zones, instability
from squeezing is not a problem encountered
in Norwegian subsea tunnels. Nor have rock
bursts caused significant problems.
The main principle is to design the rock support for the actual ground conditions encouniered. This requires flexible support methods
which can be quickly adjusted to meet the continuously changing quality ofthe rock' Such flex-

ibility is achieved by the use of rock bolts,
shotòrete and cast-in-place concrete. lining,
either alone or

as an

integral element ofthe sup-

¡¡ K -n Ãr-6e
shotcrete supports the unstable rock Jragments
between the blocks (Bef.12)'

In this waY the initial
working conditions for
be included as a Part of
The latter is therefore
support.
permanent
the
instãiled only where it is necessary to strengthinitial suPPort.
The salt environment
requires r

en the

structures,
crete),
ronmental

additional boìts or by adding shotcrete ìayers
with or without ltbre reinforcement' These two
methods are suitable for a number of ground
conditions and are easiþ adapted to changing
rock-mass condiiions. (Fig. 6).

Large faults or weakness zones wiih highly
unstable rock-masses may be supported by a
cast-in-place concrete lining, using a full lining

c

corrosive coatings for bolts used in a salt water
zone, and bolts are treated with a combination
ofhoî dip galvanisation, minimum thickness 80
microns and powder lacquering with epoxy, 0r
a coating that gives comparable protection'

CONCLUSIONS
subsea Pro-

continuous

start. ln adverse rock conditions with short

instaìled as a Permanent suPPort.

The rock support evaluations are partly
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in deÌicate undersea blasting job. Tunnels &
Tunnelling July 1983' 3 PP.
9. Blindheim 0.T. and Ovstedal E. (1990):Water
control in subsea road tunnels in rock. Proc' 2nd'
Symp. on Shait Crossings, pp.223-233.r

10. 0lsen A.B. and Blindheim

0.T'

(1989):

Prevention is better than cure. Tunnels

but stringent demands are made on the anti-

to four hours from taking the decision to use
can
, this fpe of support until concrete casting

out
I stand-up times, shotcreting can be carried
shortly after blasting and then a concrete ìining

en

"

specifiecl in the Norwegian standard NS 4274'
Rock bolts of normal steel quality may be used,

shield ãesigned to fit the actual cross section of
the tunnel (Table \). Normalty it takes only two

I

in

subsea tunnels

'

an experiInt. Conf'
Conf.
. Int'

Sub
b

ate

tional support, this is achieved by installing

]

ing geologicaì design procedures. Norwegian
Soil and Rock Engineering Association' Publ'

&

Tunnelling, March 1989, PP' 41-44.
11. Ovstedal E. and Melby K. (1990): Future
design of subsea road tunnels based on cost
and technical experience. Proc. 2nd. Symp' on
*
Strait Crossings, PP. 79 - 86.

12, Palmström

A. antl Naas R'

(1993):

rock excavation
and support techniques. Proc. Int' Conf' on
Technology of bored tunnels under deep water-

Norwegian subsea tunnelling

-

ways. Copenhagen, PP. 201 - 225.

+ Also presented in Notw
Engiræeñng Associati'on.
tunnclkng. PubL no' 8,1992,

ose c0opera-

ologists, the
designers and the contractors. This has contributed to tunnelling advances of 40-80 m/week
and low excavation costs (Fig. î). Experience
from seven subsea tunnels proved that the permanent water inflow varies between 100 - 450
Iitres/min Per km of

a

Engineering Geologist, Norwegiøn Geotechni¡al

**proiect manager,
Institute, Oslo, Norwag;
Selmer A,5., Oslo, NorwaY

tunnelll.
rock support are not taken before they can be
stuclied in the tunnel. The supporting works
are carried out in two main stages:
Initial support. The amount is determinetl by the tunnel miners and their foremen'
The main types to be used have beei decided
in the agreement between the owner and the

O

contractor;
Permanent support. This is carried out
the requirements for satisfactory funcmeet
to

O

tioning of the tunnel during its life, and is
determined after excavation by engineering
geologists who must consider the long-term
behaviour of the rock masses. Based on the
results from mapping of the ground conditions
in the tunnel the amount and types of support
can be found according to the Q-system'
The t¡'pes of support used for initial and permanent support are generally selected so that

Using the two-lane
Fannefjord tunnel

example

of a

as an

flPical

Tê

Norwegian subsea road

tunnel, the total costs

E

including excavation,
rock support, sealing

o
ø

works (grouting)

t

Ð

and

irstallations æe $ 5,000/m
tunnel (N0K 35,000/m).
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